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A b s t r a c t

Introduction: In Poland, the National Health Fund (NHF) has contracted
preventative interventions in primary health care (PHC) delivered by family
physicians, internists, paediatricians and other physicians. The aim of the study
was determining whether there is a correlation between PHC physicians’
specialisation and the rate of interventions delivered for the prevention of
cardiovascular disease (CVD) and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).
Material and methods: A retrospective observational study of the NHF 2005
data related to the delivery of prevention programmes using Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient (rho).
Results: Out of 133 PHC providers in Lodz, 25 participated in the cardiovascular
disease (CVD) prevention programme, 22 in the chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) prevention programme at a basic level, and 20 at an extended
level (with contract completion rates respectively of 55.2, 47.8 and 51.5%). When
all three prevention programmes were analysed together, the correlation between
the rate of preventative interventions by physicians with a particular specialisation
and the contract completion rate was positive (rho > 0) only for family physicians.
Conclusions: Participation of primary health care providers in preventative
programmes and the rates of their delivery of interventions were low despite
additional funding. The correlation between the proportion of physicians with
a particular specialisation, involved in CVD and COPD prevention interventions
delivery, and the rate of the programme accomplishment was the strongest for
family physicians.
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Introduction

Data concerning the overall prevalence and morbidity of cardiovascular
disease (CVD) in Poland are scarce. An estimation based on the Polish
Register of Acute Coronary Syndromes showed 140 000 cases per year
with early mortality rates of 7% for ST-segment elevation myocardial
infarction and 5% for non-ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction [1,
2]. The prevalence of hypertension within the NATPOL III PLUS study of
adults in Poland, with measurements in the clinic setting, was 29% [3].
The prevalence might be different if diagnoses were validated by
ambulatory blood pressure measurements [4]. The estimated prevalence
of chronic heart failure in Poland exceeds 2.5%, with the incidence increasing
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with age: 0.3% for males and 0.2% for females 50-
59 years old; 2.7 and 2.2% respectively for 70-80
years old. Mortality for the whole population of
patients with heart failure was about 10% per year
[5]. The estimated prevalence of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) in Poland exceeded 9.3%,
with 0.7% mortality rate per year [6-9].

The health care system in Poland is based on
compulsory health insurance with near universal
coverage of the population, managed by the
National Health Fund (NHF), an independent body
which contracts services through competitive
tendering. Financing the prevention of diseases is
part of the responsibilities of the NHF, regulated by
the Health Care Services Financed with Public Funds
Act of 27 August 2004. Preventive interventions are
part of annually-updated prevention programmes
delivered in primary health care with payments
based on fee for service.

In 2005, the programmes focused on CVD and
COPD. In the Lodz region, with a population of
765,777 inhabitants, the NHF signed contracts for
53,996 CVD prevention interventions, for 65,400
COPD prevention interventions at the basic level,
and for 13,776 COPD prevention interventions at
the extended level. The contracts were signed
directly with primary care physicians or with Health
Care Enterprises which employed physicians.

The aim of the CVD prevention programme was
to reduce the incidence and mortality of CVD by
20% by the early identification and reduction of risk
factors. Specific objectives were to increase
identification and the effectiveness of the treatment
of CVD, identification of people at risk and
promotion of a healthy lifestyle. The CVD prevention
programme was targeted towards people 35-55
years old with no previous diagnosis of CVD.

The aim of the COPD prevention programme was
to reduce the incidence and disability related to
COPD by complex educational, diagnostic and
therapeutic interventions in people at risk. The
specific objectives were promotion of COPD
awareness, screening and early identification of
COPD, appropriate referrals, anti-smoking education,
flu vaccination and reduction of hospital referrals.
The COPD programme was targeted towards people
40-65 years old, current or past tobacco smokers
with no previous diagnosis of COPD.

The aim of this study was to determine whether
there was a correlation between the primary health
care physicians’ specialty and the rate of the
delivered interventions contracted by the NHF as part
of CVD and COPD prevention programmes in Lodz. 

Material and methods

In this retrospective observational study, data
from 2005 were analysed. The source of information
was National Health Fund data related to the

accomplishment of contracts signed for the CVD
prevention programme and the COPD prevention
programmes at the basic and extended levels. The
data included the numbers of interventions
contracted and delivered by all primary care
providers who signed the contracts, and the
number of physicians who performed prevention
interventions with their medical specialisations.
Since the data were used by the NHF as the basis
for payment, their quality was checked by different
departments of the NHF. There were no data
missing. Researchers had access to both the
electronic and paper-based data sets.

The rates of delivery of preventative
interventions within the CVD and COPD prevention
programmes by physicians with different
specialities (internists, paediatricians, family
physicians and physicians with or without any other
speciality) were analysed. The analysis was
performed using Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient (rho), which estimates the strength of
the relationship between two parameters and its
tendency. The “+” symbol means that when the
value of one parameter grows, the other
parameter’s value grows as well; the “–” symbol
means that when the value of one parameter
increases, the value of the other parameter
diminishes. The value of Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient ranges from –1 to 1. The
closer to “0” the absolute value of the coefficient,
the weaker the correlation; conversely, the closer
to “1” the absolute value of the coefficient, the
stronger the correlation.

Since the data were not identifiable, ethical
committee approval was not necessary.

Results

Out of 133 primary health care providers in Lodz,
only 25 signed contracts for the CVD prevention
programme – 22 for the COPD prevention programme
at the basic level and 20 at the extended level.

Seventy-nine family physicians (30.74% of all
primary care physicians, 95% CI 25.10-36.38), 
81 specialists in internal medicine (31.52%, 95% CI
25.84-37.18), 40 paediatricians (15.56%, 95% CI 11.13-
19.99), and 57 physicians with or without another
specialisation (22.18%, 95% CI 17.10-27.26) were
involved in the CVD prevention programme delivery.
In total, there were 257 primary care physicians
involved (100.00%), including 162 (63%) females.

In the COPD prevention programme delivery at
the basic level 54 family physicians (23.08% of all
primary care physicians, 95% CI 17.68-28.48), 
104 internal medicine specialists (44.44%, 95% CI
38.07-50.81), 54 paediatricians (23.08%, 95% CI
17.68-28.48), and 22 physicians with or without
another specialisation (9.40%, 95% CI 5.66-13.14)
were involved. In total, there were 234 primary care
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physicians involved (100.00%), including 147 (63%)
females. In the programme delivery at the extended
level 54 family physicians (23.28% of all primary
care physicians, 95% CI 17.84-28.72), 102 specialists
in internal medicine (43.97%, 95% CI 37.58-50.36),
54 paediatricians (23.28%, 95% CI 17.84-28.72), and
22 physicians with or without another specialisation
(9.48%, 95% CI 5.71-13.25) were involved. In total
232 primary care physicians (100.00%), including
142 females (61%), were involved.

Accomplishment rates of the CVD and COPD
prevention programme in Lodz and the numbers of
physicians involved in CVD and COPD prevention
programmes in Lodz by specialisation are presented
in Tables I and II.

The relationship expressed by Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient between the proportion of
physicians with a particular specialisation who
delivered the CVD and COPD prevention interven -
tions and the rate of contract accomplishment

Prevention Number Total Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Contract 
programme of health number of number of number of number of deviation accompli-

care interventions interventions interventions interventions shment
providers contracted contracted contracted rate (%)

CVD 25 53 996.0 300.0 12 000.0 2159.8 2459.8 55.2
interventions (95% CI (95% CI
contracted 1144.5- 35.7-74.7)

3175.2)

CVD 25 29 796.0 0.0 6552.0 1191.8 1470.0
interventions (95% CI
delivered 585.1-

1798.6)

COPD 22 65 400.0 600.0 10 000.0 2972.7 2370.7 47.8
– basic level (95% CI (95% CI
interventions 1921.6- 26.7-68.7)
contracted 4023.8)

COPD 22 31 244.0 0.0 9268.0 1420.2 1960.9
– basic level (95% CI
interventions 550.8-
delivered 2289.6)

COPD 20 13 776.0 200.0 2236.0 688.8 587.8 51.5
– extended (95% CI (95% CI
level 413.7- 29.6-73.4)
interventions 963.9)
contracted

COPD 20 7096.0 0.0 2312.0 354.8 560.7
– extended (95% CI 
level 92.4-617.2)
interventions 
delivered

Table I. Accomplishment rates of CVD and COPD prevention programmes in Lodz

Specialisation CVD prevention COPD prevention COPD prevention
of physicians programme programme basic level programme extended level

Family medicine 79 (30.74%, 95% CI 54 (23.08%, 95% CI 54 (23.28%, 95% CI
25.10-36.38) 17.68-28.48) 17.84-28.72)

Internal medicine 81 (31.52%, 95% CI 104 (44.44%, 95% CI 102 (43.97%, 95% CI
25.84-37.18) 38.07-50.81) 37.58-50.36)

Paediatrics 40 (15.56%, 95% CI 54 (23.08%, 95% CI 54 (23.28%, 95% CI
11.13-19.99) 17.68-28.48) 17.84-28.72)

Other 57 (22.18%, 95% CI 22 (9.40%, 95% CI 22 (9.48%, 95% CI
17.10-27.26) 5.66-13.14) 5.71-13.25)

Physicians (total) 257 (100.00%) 234 (100.00%) 232 (100.00%)

Table II. Numbers of physicians who delivered CVD and COPD prevention interventions in Lodz by specialisation
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varied. For the CVD prevention programme, the
correlation was strong and positive only for family
physicians (rho = 0.190), while it was weak for
internal medicine specialists and other physicians
(rho = 0.001 and rho = 0.018, respectively) and
negative for paediatricians (rho = –0.085). For the
COPD prevention programme on the basic level, the
correlation was strong and positive again for family
physicians (rho = 0.283), while it was quite strongly
negative for internal medicine specialists and other
physicians (rho = –0.249 and rho = –0.184,
respectively), although it was weakly positive for
paediatricians (rho = 0.071). For the COPD
prevention programme at the advanced level, the
correlation was strong and positive for family
physicians (rho = 0.262), slightly positive for internal
medicine specialists (rho = 0.001) and quite strongly
negative for other physicians and paediatricians
(rho = –0.461 and rho = –0.260, respectively).
Although most of these results did not reach
statistical significance, the observed tendency was
nevertheless interesting.

There was a positive correlation in all of the
three prevention programmes separately (rho > 0)
and a significantly positive correlation for all
programmes together only for family physicians 
(p < 0.005) (Table III).

Discussion

In some countries, such as Poland, primary care
is provided by family physicians, internal medicine
specialists, paediatricians and physicians with or
without another medical speciality. Because these
physicians are also involved in prevention
programmes, it has become essential to ask
whether the primary care physician’s specialisation
(vocational training), particularly a specialisation in
family medicine, is important in the delivery of
these programmes.

The results of the study revealed differences
between the specialisations. While the involvement

of family physicians correlated well with better
programme delivery, the correlation for physicians
with other specialisations or without specialisation
was quite different, which made the result even
more noteworthy.

A search of the Medline database showed
papers reporting a correlation between the delivery
of prevention programmes in primary care and
preventive intervention, education strategies,
involvement in the community, a focus on
population, and remote location [10-14]. However,
reviewing medical and public health journals the
authors found no previous papers on the correlation
between a primary health care physician’s speciality
and the delivery of prevention programmes. One
paper recommended the need for an economic
analysis of prevention programmes [15].

The overall body of evidence showing the
effectiveness of preventive activities is growing [16].
These activities should be performed in a primary
care setting. Primary care physicians see two thirds
of patients from their lists one or more times each
year and 90% at least once in 5 years [17], so they
are in an excellent position within the health care
system to administer preventive care in an
opportunistic manner. However, they are confronted
with many difficulties in its implementation, listing
such factors as: work load, lack of time, lack of
reimbursement, discrepancies in guidelines, patients’
doubts about effectiveness, lack of clarity about
which professional in primary care is responsible for
prevention, as well as insufficient personal training
in prevention and health promotion [18]. All of these
difficulties create barriers, and as a consequence
some studies have shown low reported rates of
preventive interventions being implemented [19].

It appears that no studies have examined the
possible role of family physicians in the delivery of
prevention programmes, including CVD and COPD
prevention programmes.

In addition, other factors related to various levels
of delivery of preventive care are unclear. Brotons

Prevention Spearman’s rank Spearman’s rank Spearman’s rank Spearman’s rank
programme correlation correlation correlation correlation

coefficient for coefficient for coefficient for coefficient for 
family physicians internists paediatricians other physicians

(rho) (rho) (rho) (rho)

CVD 0.190 (p > 0.05) 0.001 (p > 0.05) –0.085 (p > 0.05) 0.018 (p > 0.05)

COPD basic level 0.283 (p > 0.05) –0.249 (p > 0.05) 0.071 (p > 0.05) –0.184 (p > 0.05)

COPD extended level 0.262 (p > 0.05) 0.002 (p > 0.05) –0.260 (p > 0.05) –0.461 (p < 0.05)

All programmes 0.258 (p < 0.03) –0.109 (p > 0.05) –0.107 (p > 0.05) –0.234 (p > 0.05)
combined*

Table III. Relationship between the proportion of physicians who delivered CVD and COPD prevention interventions
and the rate of contract completion

*Correlation for three programmes combined (CVD; COPD, basic level; COPD, extended)
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et al. described an unequal level of performance
depending on the preventive procedure and on the
targeted population [20]. Some studies have
concentrated on attitudes to and involvement in
health promotion and lifestyle counselling [21], and
the perception of family physicians’ role in
modifying behaviour [22].

The reasons for the study results may be found
in available incentives. There was no financial
incentive specific to any of the groups of physicians
since there was one universal payment for
intervention regardless of the specialisation of the
providers. The type of intervention did not seem to
be important since the trend was the same for all
the programmes and their combinations. Therefore
it may be a feature of the individual physician,
related to his/her vocational training and
performance.

Family physicians provide continuous, general,
comprehensive, family and community oriented
health care [23, 24]. As a result of their training, as
well as their family and community orientation, they
may also have a stronger public health orientation
than other medical specialists. They may be more
efficient than other specialists in leading the
incorporation of health goals within the broader
public agenda, collaboration with government,
encouragement of coalitions, integrated approaches
and commitment to evaluation of processes and
outcomes in local communities, factors which
proved to lead to success in other programmes [25].

Family physicians believe they should advise on
prevention and health promotion issues [18, 26],
although these tasks should be a part of more
comprehensive community-based activities and
national policy [27]. The results of this study
supported these beliefs and present an argument
to develop policies to strengthen the role of the
family physician as a cornerstone of a public health
oriented health care system.

The results also suggest the need for specific
educational programmes directed at physicians with
different specialisations and for specific incentives
for different physicians participating in preventive
programmes.

The strength of this study was the inclusion of
all physicians involved in CVD and COPD prevention
programmes. They also would not have been aware
of the researchers’ interest in exploring differences
in the role of specialisation. A limitation could be
the involvement of urban physicians only, although
one can assume that in a public health care system
with undifferentiated capitation payments a non-
urban setting would not alter the results. Another
limitation could be a bias as a result of focusing
only on two prevention programmes. Again, one
could argue that these programmes were the most
appropriate to evaluate physicians’ attitude towards

prevention, considering the potential health gain
related to the prevention in the case of these two
particular diseases.

Further research on the correlation between the
specialty of primary care physicians and the rate of
delivery of care they provide is needed.

In conclusions:
• participation of primary health care providers in

preventative programmes and the rates of their
delivery of interventions were low despite
additional funding;

• the correlation between the proportion of
physicians with a particular specialisation,
involved in CVD and COPD prevention
interventions delivery, and the rate of programme
accomplishment was the strongest for family
physicians;

• further assessment of the correlation between
the specialisation of primary care physicians and
the care they provide may facilitate decisions
related to vocational training for primary health
care and the implementation of preventative
programmes.
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